Anticipated Courses

Fall 2019
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Winter 2019
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Spring 2020
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Fall 2020
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Winter 2021
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Spring 2021
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Fall 2021
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Winter 2022
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Spring 2022
- AD: Sabbatical
  - AD1014 Artist, Social Justice, and Community (HY)
  - AD1018 Intro to Music Education
  - AD1019 4D Studio
  - AD1024 Watching Globally
  - AD1038 History of Video Art
  - AD1041 Art Since 1900: Harmony and Conflict (HY)
  - AD1051 Music Theory
  - AD1058 Marine Biology
  - AD1061 Painting
  - AD1066 Digital Art
  - AD1076 Digital Storytelling
  - AD1081 Landscape Architecture Design (3 sections)
  - AD1086 Interio to Cuisine, Food, and Culture
  - AD1090 Environmental Science
  - AD1092 Ecology
  - AD1093 Environmental Science
  - AD1094 Environmental Science

Note: The Anticipated Courses list includes courses that are typically offered in the specified terms, but some courses may be subject to change or be offered as special topics. Students should consult the official academic catalog or the registrar's office for the most current course offerings.